Mighty Mac™ Recessed Flange Crossbar Mount

This Tech Sheet applies to the following Series:
RCA  RCB  RCC  RCD
RQCA*  RQCB*  RQCD*  TRCA*  TRCD*
*Consult Factory for Dimensions
Consult Specification Sheets for ordering options, construction and performance specifications, dimensional data and listings.

Recessed Flange Crossbar Mount for Gypsum Board or Tile Ceiling

Mounting method when independent support of fixture is required. Threaded rod and ceiling channels by others.

Recessed Flange Crossbar Mount for Frame Construction

Mounting method when fixture is supported in a wood frame construction.

Mighty Mac™ Recessed Flange Yoke Mount

This Tech Sheet applies to the following Series:
RCA  RCB  RCC  RCD
RQCA*  RQCB*  RQCD*  TRCA*  TRCD*
*Consult Factory for Dimensions
Consult Specification Sheets for ordering options, construction and performance specifications, dimensional data and listings.

Recessed Flange Yoke Mount for Gypsum Board or Tile Ceiling

Mounting method when fixture is supported by perimeter ceiling structure. Ceiling channel by others.

Recessed Flange Yoke Mount for Plaster ceiling

Mounting method when independent support of fixture is required. Threaded rod by others.

Recessed Flange Yoke Mount for Plaster ceiling

Adjustable Size Brackets

Yoke Ceiling Clamping Clip

6.600" Max*
5.200" Min*

Threaded Rod & Hardware
(by others)

6.325" Max*
5.175" Min*

Ceiling Channel
(by others)

Hardware
(by others)

6.325" Max*
5.175" Min*

Ceiling Channel
(by others)

Threaded Rod & Hardware
(by others)